ARCHES
ARCH DOORWAYS

Manufacturing Process
Founded in 1996 ● Production area of 7000 sq. m.

● 80 employees

The ArkMaster brand was registered in 2008 and
the updated website was launched at www.arkmaster.ru
• Staff:
Specialist education
Training and further improvements
• Advanced equipment:
Main equipment supplied by SCM, ORMA and WEINIG
(Italy, Germany)
Three spray paint cabinets
Two press lines
Three packaging lines with shrink-wrap machines
Membrane-vacuum press
Berberan (Spain) wrapping line

Geography


Warehouses and offices in St.
Petersburg and Moscow



Representatives in Novosibirsk and
Nizhny Novgorod
Partners in Belarus and Kazakhstan





Distribution network in 75 Russian
cities



Ermika - our own retail network;



Supplies and services for DIY stores
in Russia and Ukraine

Partnerships
Many years of experience with a range of networks

Types of Arches
ArkMaster offers you a selection of five types of arches:
Reno

Roman

British

Olympus

Quadro

Types of Arches
RENO arches:
Reno arches
uniquely combine
a classical
semicircular form
with the
possibility of its
direct installation
in rectangular
door openings
without additional
handling.
Alba with 70 mm platbands.

Reno Small with 70 mm platbands.

Reno with 100 mm platbands.
Palmetta with 100 mm platbands.

Types of Arches
ROMAN arches:

The Roman
arches are a
classical
semicircular type.
Several arch
models are
available with
different internal
radius and
platband widths.

Aachen with 70 mm platbands.

Roman Small with 70 mm platbands.

Roman with 100 mm platbands.

Types of Arches
BRITISH arches:

British arches are
a quarter circle
type that may be
seamlessly
integrated into
rooms with low
ceilings.
Oxford Small with 70 mm platbands.

Oxford with 100 mm platbands.

London with 100 mm platbands.

Types of Arches
QUADRO arches:

Quadro arches
have a
streamlined
straight-line shape
that gives the
feeling of an open
and light space
with clear lines.
Quadro Small with 70 mm platbands.

Quadro with 100 mm platbands.

Types of Arches
OLYMPUS arches:

Olympus arches have
elegant pilasters and
capitals instead of
regular platbands.
These arches may be
installed without the
additional narrowing of
the door opening.
Olympus arches are
most commonly used in
corridors or galleries.

Arches in an Interior
You can select a prepared colour layout or else purchase an arch without finishing
and decorate it to your liking.

RENO

RENO SMALL

ROMAN

The range is constantly expanding. Find the latest news at www.arkmaster.ru

ROMAN SMALL

Arches in an Interior

PALMETTA

OXFORD

ALBA

OXFORD SMALL

AACHEN

QUADRO

OLYMPUS

QUADRO SMALL

The range is constantly expanding. Find the latest news at www.arkmaster.ru

LONDON

SIMPLEX

First Price Range for Arches
Simplex Arches
Simplex arches are lighter and simpler versions of the Reno Small and Roman Small with similarly stylish and
practical designs.
Simplex platbands and arches are made of 10 mm MDF panels with 16 mm MDF decorative elements.

Reno Small

Roman Small

NEW

Sirio arches

.

Sirio arches are
remarkable due to their
streamlined and simple
design based on classical
straight lines.
The platbands and the
arch that are made of thin
10 mm MDF panels and
the decorative elements
made of 16 mm MDF
panels ensure easy
transportation.
The main advantage of
the arch is the possibility
of its installation in large
doorways measuring up
to 1900 mm.

The range is constantly expanding. Follow the news at www.arkmaster.ru

NEW

Greece arches
A bright
representation of the
classical style. The
decoration of the arch is
made up of large
decorative elements and
textured 150 mm wide
platbands.
This unique elongated
arch has the form of a
hockey-stick, which
allows the Greece arch
to be installed into a
wide doorway without
the additional use of
arch extension elements.
The arch components
are covered with two
primer layers, so that the
surface is ready for
finishing.

The range is constantly expanding. Follow the news at www.arkmaster.ru

Platband Profiles
- Simplex

- Roman Small, Quadro Small, Alba PVC, Aachen w/f

- Reno Small, Oxford Small PVC, Reno Small, Oxford Small, Roman Small w/f and veneer,
Quadro Small, Aachen veneer.

- Sirio

- Oxford w/f

- Olympus

- Quadro, London, Reno, Roman, Palmetta

Materials
All arches are manufactured of MDF and solid wood.
MDF Arches
Most arches from the ArkMaster range are manufactured using 16 mm MDF panels, with 24 mm MDF panels used for the
decorative elements.
The few exceptions include the Simplex and Sirio arches. These arches are made of 10 mm MDF panels with 16 mm MDF
decorative elements.
The use of MDF as the main material for making the arch doorways
results in the following advantages:
Easy cutting
MDF panels are soft and may be easily cut, drilled, milled and finished. This enables the MDF parts to be made into a variety of
shapes, greatly expanding the design possibilities.
Flexibility
MDF panels may be subjected to any type of finishing, which enables the creation of beautiful panelling, high-quality complex
profiles, rounded corners, various surface patterns, etc.
Physical and mechanical characteristics
In terms of their mechanical characteristics, MDF panels are identical to natural wood.
Smooth surface
MDF panels have a smooth surface and are perfectly suitable for paint, natural veneers and lamination.
Safety
MDF panels are resistant to various fungi and microorganisms, which makes the MDF products safe for use at home.

Materials
Solid Wood Arches
The ArkMaster product range includes two arch models made of solid wood
Reno Small with 70 mm platbands
Roman Small with 70 mm platbands

Finish types for the solid wood arches
1. Solid pine wood without finishing
2. Solid pine wood with a Scandinavian colour finish.

Types of MDF Finishing
Arches covered with natural veneer
Veneer is composed of thin wooden sheets with natural colours and structures.
A sheet of natural veneer is made by cutting a thin layer from a solid wooden surface.
MDF panels covered with natural veneer look and feel like a solid wood finish.
We use oak veneer, mahogany veneer and beech veneer with tinting coats (wenge, cherry and alder colours), as well as ash veneer without finishing.
The advantages of natural veneer include improved environmental safety, unique textures and high aesthetic qualities.
The disadvantages of natural veneer, such as its fading over time and the impossibility of finding two absolutely identical patterns and tones, are due to
the natural origins of the material. Our production staff makes tremendous efforts to ensure that all arch parts within each batch have the same veneer
texture and colour.
It is often difficult to cover large areas with beech veneer (for example, internal intermediate arch plates). When veneered, these become covered in thin
invisible seams that are formed at the veneer joints, which become visible on the surface when painted in a colour. In order to prevent any customer
complaints, we have replaced the beech veneered panels with panels laminated with a film that is the colour of wood.

Reno 100 mm, ash veneer, w/f

Reno Small, beech veneer, alder tone

Oxford Small, veneer, beech tone, wenge

Types of MDF Finishing
Arches laminated with a PVC film
The PVC film lamination of MDF panels is performed using a hot press, with the preliminary application of an
adhesive compound on the press plate.

Benefits:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Usability in high traffic areas due to its high resistance to scratches and abrasion
Resistance to temperature fluctuations and high humidity
No deformations over time
High resistance to stains
No surface fading with a prolonged exposure to ultraviolet rays
Antistatic properties
Maintenance-free, only require wiping with a damp cloth
Large selection of colour layouts
25% cheaper than veneered panels

Types of MDF Finishing
Range of PVC films:

Alder

Wenge graphite

Whitened oak

Malaga cherry

Light oak

Wenge Ecco

Lacteous oak

Walnut

Italian Walnut

Standard Kit
Best offer: the decorative elements kit is included in the standard scope of the supply

Benefits:
» Cheaper than buying the decorative elements separately
» decorative elements are always available in stock
» Packed in one package along with the arch
» Bright label to inform the buyer of the best offers

Standard Kit
Decorative elements:

a) Decorative square
c) Butt strap
d) Decorative plinth block
e) Cornice connection
(for laminated arches)
b) Decorative cornice
(for arches without a finish
and veneered arches)

Accessories for Arches
For wall openings with a non-standard depth, the following may be purchased:
Expansion plates:
2100x400x3.2 mm
2100x600x3.2 mm
Cornice inserts for arches without a finish and for veneered arches:
400x25 mm
600x25 mm

Butt straps for laminated and Simplex arches:
400x30 mm
600x30 mm

Label
Each arch is shown in an interior
At the package edges, the label repeats the
name of the product
Complete range of colours and finishes
Detailed installation instructions are included
on the back of the label
For DIY installations
Operation recommendations in four
languages (Russian, Kazakh, Ukrainian and
Belarusian)
Photos of the additional decorative elements
Information on the installation dimensions
An individual barcode
The label is designed for the convenience of customers when purchasing the products in
self-service stores

Packaging
Our original corrugated cardboard
packaging was developed for all types of
ArkMaster arches and decorative elements.

Benefits:
»

High aesthetic qualities

»

A slot on the box for viewing the arch colour and milling

»

Tight packing, with all voids and arch ends protected with foam

Packaging

Guaranteed:
»

Convenience of storage and transportation

»

Additional protection against moisture due to the application of a
polyethylene wrap over the corrugated cardboard packaging

»

The average dimensions of a packed arch are 400х2100х50 mm, with
an average weight of 18 kg

Promotional Materials

We have everything required to show off our products in the best
possible light!

Product Demonstrations in DIY Stores
» Layout for the demonstration in stores
» Style guide for use by stores

Product Demonstration in DIY Stores
» Layouts for racking systems
» Information displays for customers

Product Demonstrations in DIY Stores
» Demonstration of the products in an interior
» Preliminary designs and approval

Product Demonstrations in DIY Stores
3D layouts

Product Demonstrations in DIY Stores

Product Demonstrations in DIY Stores

We have everything required to show off our products in the best
possible light!

Advantages















All products are manufactured in Russia using Scandinavian technology and are
in compliance with the special regulatory and technical documentation
We use only two-component paints.
All of the arches are double sand-papered for a smoother surface.
Only environmentally-friendly raw materials are used.
We offer the same high quality as Scandinavian manufacturers, but at a lower
price.
Large selection of models, colour layouts and finishing methods.
Options available for all price preference, payment and delivery methods.
Demonstration equipment
All products are always available in stock.
We offer custom-made arches according to your specifications.
We provide high-quality catalogues and samples.
We use the best packaging.
Developed dealership network: we have fully stocked dealerships in various
regions of the country, ensuring the delivery of top-quality commercial services.
High product quality

Summary
We hope to establish mutually beneficial cooperative agreements.
To this end, we have already taken the following steps:
» A preliminary analysis of the market for building and finishing materials that are made
in Scandinavian and Baltic countries has been performed, which has proven the
relevance and competitiveness of our products;
» Layouts of the labels, packages and promotional materials have been prepared in the
French and English languages;
» Logistics issues have been settled;
» Our products are pending certification under international quality standards.

We are always ready for serious work and
never fail to achieve our goals.

THANK YOU!

